New Works - Studio Dance Concert
Tuesday, December 17, 2002

Survey Says: Delicious
Choreographed by Alex Arnold
Performed by Alex Arnold, Emma Manion, Holly Khiel, Hannah Fox, and Rachel Ferry
Music by Moxy Fruvous

mmpaso
Choreographed and performed by Song Nelson
Music by Song Nelson

L’Ultimo Bacio
Choreographed and performed by Mollie Fite
Music by Carmen Consoli

remembering movement, remembering words
Choreographed and performed by Emily Gilbert
Poem by Andrew Miner

Phone
Choreographed by Maria Murphy-Mayberry
Performed by Maria Murphy-Mayberry and Kynan Brown
Music by Sonic Youth, "Side to Side"

this moment in time
Choreographed and performed by Jessica Lockwood
Music by Kate Bush

Planet Claire
Choreographed and performed by Susannah Martin and Adele Mori

Squares of Thought
Choreographed and performed by Zornitza Stoyanova
Music by Ensemble Pirin

Feeling the effects
Choreographed and performed by Adriana DiGennaro and Katie Pyontek
Music by Massive Attack, "Teardrop"

Five
Choreographed by Lauren Carbonell
Performed by Lauren Carbonell with Lila Hartelius, Maria Murphy-Mayberry, Karina Lundahl, Mariah Angele, and Adriana DiGennaro

The kindu that you do
Choreographed and performed Lidija Vrabac
Music by Ursula 1000

Hat Trick
Choreographed and performed by Danny Herter and Oberon Redman

7th Inning Stretch
Untitled
Choreographed and performed by Caitlin Rose
Music Portishead, "Glory Box"

Facade
Choreographed and performed by Joshua Kellison
Music by Godspeed You Black Emperor

MOVE!
Choreographed and performed by Clayton McQueeney

This Line
Choreographed and performed by Maria Murphy-Mayberry and Mariah Angele
Music by Pedro the Lion, "Magazine"

Eye of the Storm
Choreographed by Lila Hartelius
Performed by Lila Hartelius and Clayton McQueeney

Resurrection
Choreographed and performed by Karina Lundahl
Music by PJ Harvey, "Joy"

Untitled
Choreographed and performed by Kat Rajch and Kyra Scernama
Music by Portishead

Untitled
Choreographed by Kynan Brown
Performed by Kynan Brown with Maria Murphy-Mayberry
Music by Wooden Stars, "Poison Glass"

The Weight
Choreographed and performed by Alex Arnold, Hannah, Fox, and Kim Bocchiaro

Stage manager: Song Nelson
Light board operator: Clayton McQueeney
Sound operator: Zornitza Stoyanova